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SUMMARY, 

The variation of zero-lift drag cocfficicnt with Reynolds number is use& 
to determine the effectiveness of bands of distributed roughness on two slender 
wings at supersonic speeds. 

Results shorn that the roughness height required to ensure fully turbulent 
flow up to the 
(M = l-4 to 2-O P 

osition of roughness increases rapidly with Mach number 
and that the roughness drag penalties may be significant. 

Wing planf'oxm and camber both mfluence roughness effectiveness. 

Replaces R&E. Tech.Note No. Aero 2885 - A.R.O. 24Q.4. 
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1 INPRODUCTION 

Analysis of drag measurements at supersonic speds is difficult for 
slender wings because the wave drag is often much smaller than the skin friction. 
Skin friction estimation is hampered by unsteady heat transfer effects on free 

flight.madels' , even under fully turbulent conditions, and by the difficulty of 
attaining fully turbulent conditions on wind tunnel models*. 

In ~Lnd tunnels a fully turbulent boundary layer is usually required over 
the complete model and so a band of distributed roughness is applied olose to 
the leading edge to fix transition~,~. 

The present drag measurements made between September 1961 and January 1962 
on two typioal. slender wings (Figs.1 an3 2) show that the height of roughness 
required to ensure transition at supersonic speeds increases rapidly with Mach 
number, Roughness bands commonly used also have a significant drag penalty 
i.e. a drag increment greater then that due to the forward movement of the 
transition front. 

2 EXPERlXENTAL DETAILS 

2.1 Models 

Figs.1 and 2 show the planforms and some typical sections of the wings 
tested. They are Wings 9 and 15 of a larger series and are fully described 
in Refs.2 and 5 (Table I gives some important details). 

Wing 9 was a maohined, steel model. Tho leading edges were in good oon- 
dition and the plates covering the balance attachment fitted well. This model 
was symmetric. 

Wing 15 was mouldedin fibre glass and araldite round a steel core. The 
leading edges had several small notohes and the plates covering the balance 
attachment did not fit very well. The surface finish of this model was poor 
compared to that of Wing 9. The model was nominally unosmbered. However a 
non-zero C was detected during stability tests5 and subsequent inspection 
showed tha!?the 

3 
ode1 was slightly oambered. A larger uncsmbered model of this 

shape was tested 
in free flight'. 

in the R.A.E. 8 x 8 ft wind tunnel, and a similar model tested 

2.2 Test conditions 

Wings 9 and 15 were tested in the 3 ft supersonic nind tunnel. at zero 
incidence from M = I.4 to 2-O. Table 2 gives the range of total pressures: the 
low Reynolds numbers should be noted. 

The first roughness used on Wing 9 was a band of carborundum grains in 
sluminium paint, 0.50" wide normal to 
wing tests in flight' and wind tunnels z 

he leading edge, as in esrlier slender 
97. The Carborundum was not sieved but 

several inspections of sample bands showed that the highest particles were 
usually: 

100 grade: 0*007” 
60 grade: O-012" 
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Subsequently, bsllotlni* bands 0.50" and 0.15" wide were used. The bdlotini 
were sieved between the following limits: 

Nominal 0*012" &a (0.0083" - 0.0116") 

Nominal 0*014" dia (0~0116" - 0.0138") 

The ballotini v?ere attached to the models by a thin araldite film. The thick- 
ness of a coloured araldite film was easily Jdged; a typic,& thickness was 
0.002" to secure ballotini O*OlZ" diameter. Ballotin form a very uniform 
roughness distribution when seen under a micmsoope wherees even carefully 
sieved oarborundum grl'c gives a random roughness height.The ballo~ini density 
wss e.bcut /+OO-6OO/sq in. 

Only ballotini bends 0.15" wide were used on 'Jx~g 15. 

Lift, pitching moment and axial force vex neasured on an internal 
strain-gauge balance within each model. Ldt and pitching moment mere used to 
correct for flow asymmetries and the small balance Interactions on axial force. 
The model base pressure was measured and used to correct the axial force to 
free stream static base pressure. 

Only the variation of zero lift drag (CD ) with Reynolds number (Rc) is 
0 

presented. 

The estimated accuracies are: 

Wing 9 CD to-0004 
0 

KUlg 15 CD ~0*0002 
0 

A more accurate balance was used for Wing 15. 

3 RESiiTS -- 

In this scotion the curves of CD vs. BE are analysed to derive criteria 
0 

for transition onset ad complete trsnsltion axd to find the magnitude of the 
roughness drag penaltlcs. 

The Reynolds number for transition onset (Rz,) is th;t at which the drag 

first shows a marked change in slope (e.g. RF = 0.7 x 10 m Fig.3a). The 
Reynolds number for complete transition (Rc2) 1s ths lowest value for nhxh the 

ourves of measured and estimated CD for a completely turbulent boundary layer 

become essentially parallel (e.g. RE = I.5 x 10' in P1g.3r1). It i3 assumed 
that there is no further foxward movement of the transition front for Reynolds 
numbers greater than Xc, and that the roughness drag is the difference between 
the measured and estimated drag coefficients for tbcse Reynolds nwbers. 

-- ..-- 
f Small glass spheres as used by Rogers et ,al.g 

--m- 
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The estimated zero lift drag coefficients are the sum of a friction drag 
and. a pressure drag. The estimated friction drsg is the flat plate value for 
I6 with zero heat transfery4 , multiplied by the ratio of wetted area to twice 
the planform area. The pressure drag was estimnted by the slender ning theory 
for iiing 9 snd measured on a larger model for Wing 15. 

3.1 +l.t.ical roughness criteria ---m-w- 

Fig.3 shows the variation of CD with Reynolds number at constant Mach 
0 

number for Wing 9 with 100 grade oarborundum. Transition onset is sharply 
defined at M = l-4 but indefinite at M q 1.6. At M = 1'8 and 2'0, CD 

increases slowly sfter transition onset and complete trcnsdtion (R,) Zs not 

achieved, Hence 100 grade Carborundum is inadequate on iEing 9 at Li = 1.8 and 
2'0 as hbb$y and nott' had suggested, and higher roughness is required as Mach 
number increases. 

Pig.4 shows how the roughness height for complete transxtion movement (the 
important praotical question) increases with Mach number on both7ings 9 and 15, 
These roughness Reynolds numboro are based on free stream conditions (Ra, and 

RE2) and the roughness height k (i.e. Rk = Rz x kfi). The roughness Reynolds 

numbers for complete transition movement increase from 800 to 1,000 on Wing 9 
cm3 from 900 to I,~00 on Wing 15 as Mach number increases from l-4 to 2'0. 
hleasurements on Wing 15 in the A.R.A. tunn01'~ nith three different bsllotini 
diameters have oonfirmed that R 

k2 
11 1,500 at M = 2'0. This roughness height 

lnorease with Mach number follows from the increased stability of the laminar 
boundary lay;; at. supersonic speedsi and becomes more serious at high super- 
sonic speeds . 

Fig.l+ also shows Van Driests' estimated mughness Reynolds numbers (Ref.13 
and Table 3) at which transition moves close to the roughness. Agreement 
betirecn tbesse estimates snd the measured values for complete transition is 
excellent for Wing 9 but poor for Wing 15. Those estimates predict a rapid 
increase in critical roughness height with Mach number - en increase larger than 

that given by BraslowsSJ4 sug estion - that Ilk = 600, based on conditions at the 
top of the roughness (Table 3 7 . 

The difficulty of fixing transition on Wing 15 compared. to Uing 9 is con- 
sistent with the variation of roughness effectiveness with plcnform parameter on 
other slender wings tested in the 3 ft wind tunnel. Roughncss effcotiveness 
depends on the sweepback angle, which varies more widely along the leading edge 
as planform parameter p decreases. Roughness effectiveness is here mlated rv1t.h 
the plsnform parameters. 

e-.-- ._ p----aI-__..- 

2 Skin friction calculated by the Prandtl-Schlichting method with a Mach 
number correction based on intermediate enthelpy. 
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m 2 "Laminar bucket" ---mm---- mms.s. 

1 O-67 None hf = I.4 ttRz;p7) 

5 0.58 M = 2.0 only (Ref.14) 
Carborundum 
Helbht 0*007" 

9 O-53 I: = 1-a and 2.0 (Ref.2) J 

15 0.45 M = 1-L. to 2.0 BallotIn 0*012" dis 

None N = I.4 to 2-O Ballotinl 0.014" din 

(Standard conditions, Table 2) 

The variation of x 
d I. k \.lth sweepback angle 1s not sufficient to explain 

this variation in roughness effectiveness. 

The iliac variation of roughness effectiveness iilth plmfozm pararrster 
indicates that a slnele roughness onnnot be recommended for all wings. The 
present results may be used as a guide to the roughness rcquzed on 3 ft tunnel 
models at low Reynolds numbers but the roughness effectiveness should always be 
checked during accurate drag measurements. 

Roughness is more effective on a cambered slender rring than on an uncam- 
bered ning of the same planform. F1g.5 compares the variation of CD with 

Reynolds number for Wing 15 and two additional cambered iiings5 at the attach- 
ment incdence (flow attachment along the leadlng edge). These cambered wings 
have the same planform, thickness dlstrlbutlon and roughness as I?lng 15. In 
contrast to Wing 15, neither of the cambered 'ivlngs sho;?s any region of com- 
pletely laminar flow at low Reynolds numbers. At higher Reynolds numbers the 
drag on Wing 15 does not even attain the plate&u observed when the roughness 1s 
barely adequate (e.g. Fig.3b), whereas the drag of the slightly cambered wing 
has a plateau. The6drsg of the hcavlly cambered gull wing has a manmum at 
about Rc = I.2 x 10 and fully turbulent conditions above this Reynolds number. 

2 
Camber also improves roughness effectiveness on YJings 9, IO ati 11 . 

These wings may be arranged In orr?er of increasing camber and rou&ncss 
effectiveness. 

Variation of mrcess effeotlvcness irlth camber ----. II p_l"--.--.l- --- --.. _,.. 

Wing -__ Camber "Lamlnar buck&' &UihnE s s ..-__. 

9 Uncsmbercd At hl = l-8 and 2-O , 

11 11 Slight& Slight& At h1 = 2.0 only At h1 = 2.0 only Carborundum Carborundum 
cambered cambered height height 

O-007" O-007" 
IO IO Heavily Heavily No buckets No buckets 

cambered cambered 

(Standard conditions, Table 2). 
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Camber has also improve& roughness 
15 

effectiveness on some highly swept 
wings . 

3.2 Roughness dramties --- 

Even at lam supersonic Mach numbers, when snell roughness ensures com- 
plete transition, the measured drag of Ving 9 is about 0*0004 higher than the 
estimate (Fig.3). This suggests a roughness drag penalty vihlch IS Just signifi- 
cant. 

The highest Mach number (M = 2.0) was selected for the subsequent rough- 
ness tests because the highest roughness is then needed. The results (Fig.6) 
show that with 60 and 30 grade carbozundum the drag penalty is 0*0008 2nd 
OS0018 respectively, proving that roughness drag increases vlth roughness 
height. Part of this penalty must come from wave drag bocauso shock waves from 
the 30 grade carborundum were clearly visible in the tunnel schlicren. 

The magnitude of the roughness drag penalties, even with 60 grade carborun- 
dun, mdicates that a more reflncd transition fixing technique is required. One 
possible refinement is to replace the irregularly shaped carborundum grit by 
spheres. Fig.7 compares the drag measured with 60 grade oarborundum and 
ballotini of the same roughness height (O*O121t). Although trsnsition onset and 
fully turbulent conditions occur at lover Reynolds numbers vith carborundum thar, 
nith ballotlni* there is no drag reduction for the common region of twbulent 
flOW. 

Another possible refinement is to reduce the wdth of the roughness band. 
F1g.8 oomparen the d.rsg measured with bollotinx bands 0.50" and 0.15" wide. 

Transition onset occurs at about the same Reynolds number nlth both bands but 
the area of ixrbulent flow lnitidly x.ncreases more slowly nlth the narrower 
band dthough6fully turbulent conditions are reached at the same Reynolds number 
RC = I.3 x IO . The drag of the 0.15" band 1s then O*OOO8 loner than that of 
the 0.50" band and is about 0*0003 h@er than the estimate. If the roughness 
drag 1s proportional to the band arca the drag of the 0*15" band at M = 2.0 is 
still about 0*0004. The balance could not discriminate further drag reductions 
and so no further tests mere mde on this model. 
wmg at transonlc speeds 8 

Some measurements on a delta 
also shoi/ a significant drag reduotion as the 

bdllotini band vi2th decreases. 

The measured anal estimated drags for Wing 9 i-ilth the 0.15" wide bjllotini 
band compared in Fig.9 suggest that at I\1 = l-4 the small drag penalty does not 
vary significantly over a wide Reynolds number range. 
mensurcments on Wing 15 with a 0.04" 

This contrasts with ,. 
nide ballotini band in the A.R.A. tunnel , 

which show a larger drag penalty Increasing with Reynolds number. 

For the 3 ft tunnel tests lling 15 had a ballotini band 0.15" wide. The 
results (Fig.lOa) show that at M = I.4 iilth ballotini 0*012" and 0~014" dia. 

-- 

r Probably because the carborundum bands have particles larger than the 
largest ballotinl. (2.2 above). 
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the drag is O-0007 and O-0014 higher than the estimate. The drag at M = 2'0 
with bdlotini 0'014" dia. is 0'0010 higher than the estimate (Fig.iOb). Later 
and more extensive tests of Wing 15 in the A.R.A. tunnel indicate that the ws.ve 
drag at M = 2.0 is about OS0004 higher than that of the larger model (Ref.10 
Fig.9). Hence the probable roughness drag penalty in the present tests at 
M = 2.0 with 0*014" dia. ballotini 1s still about 0-0~06, even with this narrow 
band. 

Fig.11 show the variation of rou ness drag ooefficient (based on rough- 
ness band area 

b 
with (roughness height) $ 

R/ft = 1'4 .I0 
for both I'iings 9 and 15 at M = 2-O and 

. Results from tests of \Vin 15 in the A.R.A. Tunnel" and the 
larger model of Wing 15 in the 8 ft tunnel 1% are included. The data are limited 
but suggest that the roughness drag is proportional to roughness area and 
(roughness height)2. A law of this type would explain why a difference in 
toughness drag penalty is only Just detected in the A.R.A. tests between the 
two largest sizes of ballotini. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Tests on two slender wings over the limited supersonic Mach number range 
from 1'4 to 2-O show clearly that higher roughness is needed to produce fully 
turbulent conditions as Mach number increases (Figs.3 and 4). 

t 
2) The effeotiveness of the ssme roughness varies on different models 
Figs.4 and 5) so that roughness effectiveness should always be checked. 

(3) The roughness drag penalty at supersonic speeds may be significant but 
can be reduced by reducing the roughness bandwidth (Fig.8). 
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TABLE I -- .--- 

Model detail3 -_ 1-1 - 

Leading edge 
equation 

Planform 
parameter 

P = 0.53 P = 0.45 

Thlcknesa 
parameter 

Semispan/ 
root chord 

z = 0.0424 

s7Po 
= 0.25 

T = 0.0415 

vo 
= o-208 

Aversge chord C q 11.65" : = 10.80" 

Reference 2 5 

.-...m& TAZLE 7 

Test conditions ------ 

Mach number Totd pressure Standard. Condition3 
(N ("He) ( "Hd 

Reynolds No./ft 

- ^--.-1--- (R/ft x IO-') 

I.3 4 - 13 10.55 I.60 

1.4 3 - 13 IO.40 1.60 

1.6 4 - 13.5 IO.84 1.60 

I.8 4 - 13'0 Il.58 I *Go 

2.0 3 - 12.0 IO.70 1.35 

Tunnel total temperature 20 - 25OC 
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TABmJ- _-_ 

Rowhness witerix -- _I--_--. 

Van Driests formula for effective trippul,- may be written 

% = 150 (xl/k)“3 (1 + Y-T/2*x2)~3 

and depends weakly on (r(k). Selection of xk is difficult for wings aith 

curved leading edges but as both 81nge 9 end I; have minxmxu .weepbaokA I: 73O 
(set A = 3.4) a oommn s = O-34 in. w13 assumed. 

Typicnl J$LJ~ 

gg Nach number Rou&r~e~s-. Rk Rl~ 
(A!) jHeight inA (free%reml iTop of 'l;;u&~ess~ 

9 1.3 0937 802 623 

I.6 o-007 942 760 

2-o o-012 1,000 1,000 

15 1.3 0.012 672 637 

2-o o-014 950 950 

-- 
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FIG.1. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF WING 9. 
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FIG. 2. GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF WING 15. 
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A.R.C. C.P. No.738 a3.6.011.51 
233.6.013.12/.13: 

ROUCSNES CRITFRIA AhD DRAC PEN&TX63 FOR BANDS OF 532526.3 
DISTRIBL?ED RODVKNE?S ON M3 SI.L+lDER WDES AT 
SUPERSONIC SPFEDS. Mabey, D.C. mnh1963. 

The wlatlon or sem-lift drazg wefflelent with Reynolds number Is 

used to determine the eCfectlveness or bands of dlstrlbuted roughness on 

tm Blender WInga at supersonic spxds. 

RO"JHNLSSCRITERIAAND DRAC PEWLTILTJ FURBJNDY OF 532.526.3 
DISTRIBUTED ROUiHNL5SLX 'MJSLENDIXWINCS AT 

SuFzeQNIC SPEELS. Haley. Lff. ml-oh 1963. 

Him planform and aanber both lnrluenoe muglmess efrectlveIIess. 

533.6X5.3: 533.6Y3.3: 
A&C. C.F. No.738 93.6.011.5: 

A.Lc. C.P. ND.738 

533.693.3: 
533.6.rn1.5: 
533.6.013.12/.13: 

ROT,JHNLsS CRITERIA AM, DRAG PQULTIES FUR BAND3 OF Y2526.3 
DIS’IRISWMD ROIXXUiL% ON NJ SLENDER WINGS AT 

SUPERSONIC SPEEDS. Habey, D.G. I?.wch 1953. 

the ~latlon 0r zero-lfrt drag 0Oerrici.a with Reynolds rmmber Is 

“8ed to detemdne the erfw.lveness 0r bands 0r dlstrlbuted mwhness on 

two alender wings at supersonIc speeds. 

ReSUltS show that the roughness helgbt E?gul=d to BILSU~P rUI.u 

ttimlei-t, rlow up to the ~sltlw of roughness lncmases rapIdly with Pkh 

mmber (N = IJ, to 2.0) and that Che roushness drag wnltles may be 

sigmieant. 
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